
MBS & Treasury Market Data
Price / Yield Change

MBS UMBS 5.5 99.49 +0.10

MBS GNMA 5.5 99.94 +0.16

10 YR Treasury 4.2271 -0.0254

30 YR Treasury 4.4505 -0.0220
Pricing as of: 7/23 8:46AM EST

Average Mortgage Rates
Rate Change Points

Mortgage News Daily

30 Yr. Fixed 6.89% 0.00 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.33% +0.01 0.00

30 Yr. FHA 6.33% +0.01 0.00

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.05% 0.00 0.00

5/1 ARM 6.58% 0.00 0.00

Freddie Mac

30 Yr. Fixed 6.77% -0.09 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.05% -0.11 0.00

Mortgage Bankers Assoc.

30 Yr. Fixed 7.00% -0.03 0.60

15 Yr. Fixed 6.63% +0.07 0.61

30 Yr. FHA 6.87% -0.03 0.92

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.13% +0.02 0.38

5/1 ARM 6.22% -0.16 0.60
Rates as of: 7/22

The Day Ahead: Still Consolidating, But
Now More Enthusiastically
In the day just passed, the bond market improved by an amount that would be
considered fairly strong compared to the previous session's closing levels. 
But when examined from intraday peak to trough in 10yr yields, the move
was far more impressive--the biggest intraday gainer since August 23rd
(Fed's Jackson Hole day).  The culprit was a staggeringly weak ISM
Manufacturing report (weakest since 2009), which hit a bond market that had
moved somewhat abruptly higher in yield overnight.  The resulting 180° was
the most logical result.

In the day ahead, the bond market will decide what yesterday means in the
context of the current trend.  Until yesterday morning, the prevailing trend
had been sideways and narrower (aka, a consolidation) for more than a week. 
In fact, we could look all the way back to the lows (1.44%) at the beginning of
September as the start of the consolidation trend, with the 1.90% highs on
Friday the 13th marking the top.  With those levels in mind, it's interesting
and perhaps even informative to consider that 1.67% (halfway between 1.90
and 1.44) emerged as one of the most important pivot points of the past 2
weeks.

Yields bounced hard on 1.67% back on September 23rd before briefly
attempting a break the following day.  That break was rejected and the
consolidation continued.  Early in the overnight session yesterday morning,
yields bounced at 1.67% yet again before rising all the way to 1.75+.  The ISM-
inspired rally prompted a big break below 1.67%--big enough that yields were
able to return and use it as a ceiling before continuing down to the next pivot
point this morning (1.62%).  The net effect is the transformation of the
sideways consolidation into something more downwardly sloped. 
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All this technical analysis is well and good, but the fact remains that a big, positive data surprise could still easily challenge
the overhead support lines, be they the yellow consolidation line or the still-important ceiling at 1.67%.  Today's data isn't up
to the task, but tomorrow's may be.  If bonds decide to sell-off before then, it would be tempting to read some significance
into that move, but I think yesterday's ISM data was weak enough that--in the absence of any new, strong econ data--any
significant increase in yields is better seen as bond buyers taking a breath and getting ready for more buying.  

Subscribe to my newsletter online at: http://housingnewsletters.com/amitgandhi

Mortgage Market Newsletter
This is one of the most insightful resources when following the mortgage market news. If you have any questions, please feel

free to contact me directly, 

if you feel you have received this email in error, please let me know, and I will PERSONALLY ensure you are removed from

any future communication. 

This email is for educational purposes only and to establish relationships with like-minded individuals like yourself!

I hope to chat with you soon,

Amit Gandhi

Mortgage Broker | Financial Advisor 

Direct: (972) 213-5368 (Text friendly)
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